Post-war efforts to redress the mass dispossession of art resulting from Nazi looting during the Second World War actually commenced two years prior to the end of the war. The Inter-Allied Declaration against acts of dispossession committed in territories under enemy occupation or control, signed in London in 1943, declared invalid all transfers of property conducted by the Nazis and their allies.

The end of the Second World War saw the implementation of two major, albeit very different, policies of recovery and restitution in Europe. The Monuments, Fine Arts, and Archives program of the United States and the Western Allies handled over five million objects of art, transferring many to their countries of origin with the understanding that national governments would be responsible for returning items to the original owners or their heirs.

Under the other policy, Soviet trophy brigades swept across the newly-liberated territories of Europe and carried vast quantities of artworks, books, and archives as reparations for the war losses of the USSR. While some restitutions were made to countries with communist regimes in the 1950s and 1960s, very few items have been returned since and little or no published provenance research has been undertaken on those collections that remain in the museums and libraries of the former Soviet Union.

Despite the various efforts made during and immediately following the end of the Second World War, a host of factors - the genocidal extermination of so many original owners, the destruction and dispersal of relevant collection records, the need of Holocaust survivors and other victims to move on, the complex issues surrounding disposition of heirless property, and the growing constraints of the Cold War - all ensured that provenance research and the restitution of cultural objects remained a low priority for many decades to come.
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